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I N T R O D U C T I O N

For two centuries, Neapolitan
conservatories profoundly
influenced the training of master
composers through their system of
instruction known as the
Neapolitan partimento tradition. 
 The four Neapolitan
conservatories, Santa Maria di
Loreto, Santa Maria della Pietà dei
Turchini, Sant'Onofrio, and I
Poveri di Gesù Cristo arose in
sixteenth-century Naples and
operated as shelters in a port city
endemic with orphans who lost
their parents to the plague, to
poverty, or to abandonment. 

Without family connection to
provide means for gainful
employment, the children trained
for lucrative careers in music,
whereupon their graduation, they
could live and work independently.  
The Neapolitan conservatories were
so successful in their training that
conceivably every European
composer in the seventeenth,
eighteenth, and nineteenth
centuries was exposed (directly or
indirectly) to their influence. 

1
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Underlying the music you perform from the Baroque to early
Romantic eras is a repertoire of grammatical musical
structures.  In Galant music alone (a style fashionable from the
1720s-1770s), music theorist Robert Gjerdingen has uncovered
hundreds of musical examples by more than seventy
composers employing musical patterns as standard
vocabulary. 

Like beads on a thread, composers strung together musical
phrases to create a witty discourse of music with peak
efficiency and rapidity.  

Unpack a series of musical grammar through this method, so
you can spin your own stories as a modern Mozart on your
instrument.

Like beads
on a thread,
composers
strung
together
musical
phrases to
create a
witty
discourse of
music with
peak
efficiency
and
rapidity. 

The conservatories' pedagogical
success resided in their ability to
cultivate an understanding of
music as language. 
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At the foundation of any language are basic building blocks that
combine together to create form and meaning. Consider the English
language, where pairings are built from morphemes (-er), words
(faster), idioms (faster than a speeding bullet), or phrases (when the
dog heard the word, "vet," she shot out of the room faster than a
speeding bullet).

In music, these building blocks are called schemata. Just as building
blocks in spoken language can embed one within the other to form
phrases, musical schemata can embed one within the other to
create musical phrases. 

To become fluent in linguistic performance, we read, write, perform
preconceived writing in speeches or plays, and improvise through
daily conversation.  To become fluent in musical performance,
you'll listen, write, perform preconceived works, and improvise
based on a system of learning inspired by the way Mozart, Haydn,
and countless others learned and taught.

(noun). A pattern of notes, chords, harmonic progressions or
sequences that has form and meaning.

Your task: Learn three schemata inside and out as they appear in
standard orchestral repertoire.  Then, spin your own stories with
them through improvisational games. 

musical schema
mu·si·cal sche·ma/ ˈmyü-zi-kəl ˈskēmə/
plural: musical schemata

All so you have the tools to transform
your stories into your sounds to
share with the world.
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THE 
DO-RE-MI

T H E  C A L L  T O
A D V E N T U R E



DO-RE-MI
T H E  P R O T O T Y P E

"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times..."* An opening phrase sets the
stage and draws in your audience.  A good one will stick with them long after
they've heard your performance!  A clever opening needn't be complex.  One of
the most common and effective ways to open a musical phrase was also the one
of the most simple: The Do-Re-Mi schema.

The prototypical Do-Re-Mi schema is characterized as three musical events that
are equally spaced, with scale degrees moving from       to      to      in the melody
and from      to      and back to      in the bass.  Just as common openings like, "It
was a dark and stormy night" (Paul Clifford by Edward Bulwer-Lytton), “An ice
storm, following seven days of snow" (The Hermit's Story by Rick Bass), "A
screaming comes across the sky" (Gravity's Rainbow by Thomas Pynchon), paint a
visual picture of the weather using different words, a Do-Re-Mi gesture might
convey the rising ascent from      to       using different notes.  For example, the
ascent might be embellished with chromatic passing tones.  Or, the schema may
be extended into four stages of two pairs, where      rises to     , then a repeated     
rises to    . 

   
*from Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens

melody

bass

Strong StrongWeak

"An opening line should invite the reader to begin the story. It
should say: Listen. Come in here. You want to know about this." 

-Stephen King

Play Audio
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Audio Examples curated from Robert Gjerdingen's Music in the Galant Style 6

A U D I O  E X A M P L E S

The Do-Re-Mi schema can be characterized as a journey
from stability to instability and back again.  Its first and
final stages use notes from the tonic triad.

S O N A T A  F O R  V I O L I N ,  O P .  1 ,  N O . 3
M V T .  2 ,  A L L E G R O ,  M M  1 – 3  

The Do-Re-Mi schema may be easy as 1-2-3, but there is
drama in its simplicity! Listen for the how the subtle
changes in the bass create moments of dissonant tension
and consonant resolution.

Arpeggios and rhythmic activation can decorate the
stepwise ascent. Notice how the structural points of the
schema create a long line through the dancing sixteenths.

Horn players can be tempted to emphasize highest notes,
rather than foundational harmonic tones that drive the
story. Listen for downbeats in this excerpt. Then, listen
for the way the highest notes emerge from the grounded
schema. No need to pick those notes off out of nowhere!

by Jean Marie Leclair (1697-1764)

S O N A T A  F O R  V I O L I N ,  O P .  1 ,  N O . 1 1
M V T .  3 ,  A L L E G R O ,  M M  1 – 3  
by Jean Marie Leclair (1697-1764)

S O N A T A  F O R  V I O L I N ,  O P .  1 ,  N O . 1 1
M V T .  2 ,  A L L E G R O  M A  N O N  T R O P P O ,  M M  1 – 4  
by Wenceslaus Wodiczka (c. 1715-1774)

S O N A T A  C 4 8
A L L E G R O ,  M M .  1 – 3
by Domenico Cimarosa (1749-1801)







We grow up listening to stories that our
parents told us, watching stories unfold
on screens and between book pages,
and inventing them with our friends
after school. What was your favorite
movie to watch as a kid? What was the
story you watched unfold dozens or
hundreds of times? 

Stories help us to connect to one
another. They teach us empathy by
showing us what it is like to walk in
another’s shoes. What would it be like
to be superhero? How did that athlete
overcome all obstacles to win not one,
but seven Olympic gold medals? What
was it like to be my grandma growing
up in Chicago in the 1930s?

Stories teach us what is acceptable and
what won’t be forgiven in our cultures.
We see and know the world through
story. Once upon a time, in the
beginning...

Story is hardwired in all
of us.



A story has a place and a setting. Then
within it, it has characters that act and
move, experiencing moments of peace
or drama.  These characters can be
anyone or anything. Here is a story of a
man and a woman. Here is the story of
a leaf slowly changing color in the brisk
autumn air. Here is the story of seven
little dwarfs. Here is the neverending
story. 

Through story, we begin, and through
story, we end, having gained some
experience or knowledge that has
changed us. Ever are we listening to
the stories that surround us. 

And then...

We decide to not only share our stories
with the people who are directly
connected to our lives, but to also step
boldly on stage in front of an audience
and, by the act of performance itself,
claim, “I have something to say.”

You have something to say. You’re
working through this method, so you’ve
already shown you are ready to
transcend the singular task of
operating an instrument. It's time to
get more into the heart of why you’re
doing what you do.

Let’s craft the tools tell your story
through music.

We make the decision
to become performers.
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Fill in the scale degrees for the structural points of the Do-Re-Mi schema.
The Curtain Rises...

melody

bass

DO-RE-MI

Think back on your experience as a listener, and consider some of your favorite musical
opening lines.  What do you love about them?  How do they set a visual or emotional
stage?  How did the performer connect with you as an audience member through their
delivery?

Who are your favorite storytellers? Musicians, narrators, friends, authors... it can be
anyone from whom you draw inspiration.  List as many adjectives as you can think about
them!

Great list! Now, pick three adjectives you most want to embody to set the stage for your
own audience.

Opening Content

Opening Delivery
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Your Task
Review & Embody Your 3
Storyteller Adjectives
Grab a recorder (your phone is
fine!)

Record yourself improvising at
least 3 Do-Re-Mi melodies and
bass lines each to whichever
backing tracks you like!

Organ 120 BPM

Organ 60 BPM

Bass 60 BPM

Bass 120 BPM

Beat 60 BPM

Beat 120 BPM

Organ 60 BPM

Organ 120 BPM

Piano 60 BPM

Piano 120 BPM

House 60 BPM

House 120 BPM

Great musicians can think in sound.
The first step to thinking in sound is
singing sound! Whether you need to
lock yourself in a muffled closet or you
are a shower-karaoke pro, give yourself
some room to play around with singing
each line of the Do-Re-Mi schema.

Voices only–no horns allowed! Discover
how you really think through music,
completely unlimited by your
instrument. Start simple. Then, create
what YOU think would be the best way
to open a piece.  When you're ready, 
 check your recording.  Are you in
tune?  Are you in time with the backing
track?

SING IT
LOUD

melody tracks bass tracks

DRAW ON STORY

Choose from the following adjectives to
set the opening scene of your story. 
 Then, explore how you might
improvise your Do-Re-Mi opening line
to express your story setting.

serene
warm
hostile
energetic
cheerful
tumultuous
melancholy
sleepy
neon

sassy
tense
lonesome
victorious
magnificent
dark
flirty
humorous
driven
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L I S T E N I N G  L I S T
The Do-Re-Mi schema can be heard throughout orchestral
literature.  Comparing its iterations can give you insight
into the composer's underlying story, inform your own
interpretation, and make it easier for you to perform your
best version as your first version.

DO
-R

E-
M

I
on 

the 
Au

diti
on 

Lis
t

Haitink - Staatskapelle Dresden

Oberon Overture, mm. 1–3 by Carl Maria von Weber
Horn in D

Brandenburg Concerto No. 1, mvt. 3, mm. 1–3 
by Johann Sebastian Bach
Horn in F

As the ultimate prototypical orchestral example of the
Do-Re-Mi schema, you'll be reassured to have these
sounds in your ear when you commence the overture
with a most effortless and beautiful sounding horn call. 

Abbado - (hornists:  Jonathan Williams, Alessio Allegrini)

Listen for the long line this Do-Re-Mi schema creates
that persists through rests. A clear sound concept of
the Do-Re-Mi schema will also aid performance on the
natural horn.
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Doráti - Philharmonia Hungarica

Symphony No. 31, "Hornsignal," mvt. 2, mm. 1–20
by Franz Joseph Haydn
Horn in D

Haydn prepares this iteration of the Do-Re-Mi schema with a dominant
upbeat. Each structural tone is framed by neighbor tones.  What emotional
quality do these added tones draw out in your listening?  

Symphony No. 40 mvt. 3, mm. 61–72 by W.A. Mozart
Horn in G

Bernstein - Boston Symphony Orchestra

Like Bach, Mozart extends this Do-Re-Mi schema with rests. How does this
effect differ in this excerpt? How does emphasizing the structural tones of the
schema change the way you would perform this excerpt?

Barber of Seville Overture, by Gioachino Rossini
Horn in G

Temirkanov - St. Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra

Here is an extended Do-Re-Mi that splits the schema into two pairs of    
 leading to     , then      ascending to     .  Notice how Rossini adds intrigue
through rhythmic activation and chromaticism, as well.  
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When we attempt to learn something new or to improve a skill we deeply care about,
we open ourselves up to possibility.  On one hand, we can push ourselves beyond

who we were or what we could do even one hour ago!  On the other, we might run
into a tricky puzzle that must be solved before we see improvement.

 
The human mind demonstrates in brilliant ways its adaptability.  But often, when

we're confronted by these puzzles, our imaginative, clever, puzzle-solving vision can
be clouded with destructive emotions, like doubt or frustration, when we fear that

we don't have what it takes to find the solution.

PRACTICE
With effective practice, anyone can improve

their level of performance at anything. 
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Whether you're learning to improvise
for the first time or doing a deep-dive
on these orchestral excerpts for an
upcoming audition, the science is clear.  
You can figure out any puzzle with
effective practice.

Finding your precise solution to a
puzzle takes thoughtful effort.  You
cannot change what your body is doing
without considering what is going
through your mind. Sometimes, you'll
need to consult outside sources (like
this book!) to give you clarity. 
 Ultimately, the responsibility is yours
to make sense of the information you
have and seek out the information you
have yet to know.

The following process is a framework
that will help you practice effectively,
so you can start taking steps to solve
the puzzles in your performing.

In all of my years of
research, I have found
it is surprisingly rare
to get clear evidence in
any field that a person
has reached some
immutable limit on
performance. Instead,
I’ve found that people
more often just give up
and stop trying to
improve. 

-Anders Ericsson
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You've just created a ton of data during
your firing stage, so pull up your
recording and listen with the mind of
scientist.  First, collect at least one
thing you did unequivocally well.  I
guarantee you are an expert at pointing
out what you'd like to do differently! 
 So take this moment immediately upon
listening to your recording to collect
the evidence that there is at least one
thing that you are doing 100%
beautifully.  

Next, jot down some things you
noticed. Did you hit your target? If so,
how did you do it? What worked?  If
not, what variable might be at play? 

Then, jump back to stage one! You'll
complete many of these cycles
throughout the course of your practice
session.  Address any emotions or
destructive thoughts that came up,
assess your next step towards your
target... Aim, Fire, Ready!

For a deeper dive into this deliberate
practice process, check out this video!

When we step into our practice spaces,
we don't just carry with us our horns
and our music.  We carry our thoughts,
energy levels, and emotions, as well.
Your mind is the instrument we need to
tune-up, first.  Take a brief moment to
check your starting mindset, then dial
it in closer towards your best learning
zone. This will elevate your work in all
those moments to follow. Connect with
your driving motivation for doing this
work–your why and who.  Then, briefly
address any limiting thoughts.

Once you've aimed your mindset
towards a constructive state, you're
ready to pick a target.  What do you
want to accomplish this practice
session? Choose a task that is
moderately challenging, achievable
during this practice session, and
measurable, so you'll know whether
you've hit it or not! The variables you
can measure are numerous.

to be radically honest about where 
your place of strength is.  It's from this
solid point you will build to your target,
click-by-click or note-by-note! Now,
decide what the very next step towards
improvement is from your place for
strength, and fire your music!

Aim Your Strategy

Fire Your Music
Now that you know what you'd like to
accomplish, find your firing point.  This
is the place you can perform your
music as easily and accurately as
possible.  Maybe this is starting a
second-line G with the absolute most
gorgeous sound that you want to move
by half-note to a higher or lower
register.  Or maybe it's a starting
tempo of quarter equals 60. Your job is 

Ready Your Results

D E L I B E R A T E  P R A C T I C E  C Y C L E
T H E
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AIM MY STRATEGY1.

2. FIRE MY MUSIC

3. READY MY RESULTS

YES NO

Was anything better? What was better?

What worked? What could work better? The details to add to my understanding: 

Find my place of strength
Decide my next step
Turn on recording device
Fire!

1.
2.
3.
4.

My big WHY I am practicing WHO else needs me to do my best work?

I'm noticing this about my mindset...  For this session, I'd like to dial it in towards...
OPTIMIZE MY MINDSET

My specific, moderately challenging target to aim towards hitting this session:

The variable I'll measure to know whether I've hit my target:

Use your results to adjust your AIM and start the circle anew.  You got this. 

(NUMERIC, TIME, REPERTOIRE, QUALITY, ANYTHING YOU CAN THINK OF!)

LISTEN TO THE RECORDING

NOTES:

© 2021 Storytelling Through Sound by Katy Webb 16
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Backing Track    = 60 

Use the Deliberate Practice Cycle to work through these excerpts on horn. 
 Experiment with jumping around from excerpt to excerpt. Perform with the
backing track to hear the underlying Do-Re-Mi schema harmony. Learn how this
opening phrase transforms in different pieces and stories.  What does one
variation teach you about the others?  For example, can you transfer the clear
connected line in Oberon to a clear line through the entirety of The Barber of
Seville?

Backing Track      = 63

EXPLORE ON HORN

Oberon Overture, mm. 1–3 by Carl Maria von Weber
Horn in D

Brandenburg Concerto No. 1, mvt. 3, mm. 1–16
by Johann Sebastian Bach
Horn in F
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Backing Track      = 124

Backing Track      = 104 

Backing Track     = 90 

Symphony No. 40 mvt. 3, mm. 61–84 by W.A. Mozart
Horn in G

Symphony No. 31, "Hornsignal," mvt. 2, mm. 1–20
by Franz Joseph Haydn
Horn in D

Barber of Seville Overture, by Gioachino Rossini
Horn in G
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You've listened, read, and performed
preconceived versions of the Do-Re-Mi
schema. You've even done a little
improvising through singing!  Now, it is
time to step into full fluency by
improvising your own melody on horn
over the harmonic lines Weber, Bach,
Mozart, Haydn, and Rossini wrote.  

Your challenge?  Spin your own story
within in their timing! 

For many horn players, improvisation is a
foreign skill and one you'll get better at
with practice.  Play around with this
ability. Explore the possibilities!  What is
the most absolutely boring way you can
communicate Mozart's story through the
Do-Re-Mi schema?  What would you 
 rather he have written?  

As you perform a few versions, keep your
mind open to noticing why the
composers ended up making the choices
they did. What details of the story come
to life when you experiment in this way?

Once you've completed this final step,
you'll have practiced the Do-Re-Mi
schema in multiple keys, rhythms,
variations, and styles.  You'll have devised
some of your own versions, too!  When  it
comes time to perform it as written you'll
know it inside and out ...and even begin
to pick out where it appears elsewhere in
your repertoire!

Spin Your Story
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It's a Story Takeover!
Set the stage. Improvise your own
opening melody to the harmonies in
each of these excerpts.  Explore the
pacing and emotion found in these
opening lines.  How does this enhance
your knowledge of the excerpt? What
just sounds cool!?

Oberon Overture
by Carl Maria von Weber
Key: Horn Pitch A Major

Backing Track 60 BPM

Brandenburg Concerto No. 1
by Johann Sebastian Bach
Key: Horn Pitch C Major

Backing Track 60 BPM

Symphony No. 40
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Key: Horn Pitch D Major

Backing Track 60 BPM

Symphony No. 31, "Hornsignal" 
by Franz Joseph Haydn
Key: Horn Pitch A Major

Backing Track 60 BPM

Barber of Seville Overture
by Gioachino Rossini
Key: Horn Pitch D Major

Backing Track 60 BPM
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THE 
PRINNER

T H E  R E S P O N S E



PRINNER
T H E  P R O T O T Y P E

melody

bass

Strong StrongWeak

"Galant society valued polite yet playful conversation.  In the skillful
turn-taking that animated courtly banter, the ability to come up with
an elegant riposte was at least as important as the ability to lead off.
The slyest, most teasingly ambiguous opening gambit could fall flat if

no one found a riposte to counter it."
-Robert Gjerdingen

Weak

Play Audio Play Audio with Embellishments

Want to know jusssttt the right musical counter to your opening Do-Re-Mi
phrase? Introducing the Prinner! The Prinner was one of the most common
responses to any opening musical gesture.  Just as conversation is a dance of ebb
and flow, giving and receiving... the Prinner's fall balances the Do-Re-Mi's rise.
The melody features a stepwise descent from scale degree      to     , with an
accompanying bass line that descends in a similar fashion from scale degree     to         
    .  The Prinner comprises four structural points. These points might be evenly
spaced, presented with a delay through an extended third stage, or expressed as
matching pairs. 

The prototype with the most commonly used embellishments offers a conclusive
spin to this schema.  Listen for the sense of finality achieved by leaping  to      in
the melody and      in the bass before the last stage.  
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Audio Examples curated from Robert Gjerdingen's Music in the Galant Style 23

A U D I O  E X A M P L E S

This Prinner loosens the music a bit and gives the listener
a moment to breathe with an extended third stage. Listen
for the subtle drama that is created by delaying the
resolution of      to      in the melody. 

S O N A T A  F O R  V I O L I N ,  O P .  1 ,  N O . 3
M V T .  1 ,  A D A G I O ,  M M  1 – 3  

Rhythm plays an expressive role in storytelling.  Marcello
stretches the third stage as well, but notice how the
dotted duple rhythms create a very different story than
the first example!

Can you identify the opening schema in this example? If
you picked out the ascending Do-Re-Mi in the melody,
congrats! This example is a balanced presentation of a
four-bar ascending Do-Re-Mi followed by a four-bar
descending Prinner.

Listen for the Do-Re-Mi after the opening trill in the
opening part of this excerpt.  Then, can you pick out the
overarching descending line amongst the smaller rising
scalar passages? Tracking and performing the larger
storyline will provide clarity for your listeners!

6  C E L L O  S O N A T A S ,  O P .  1 ,  N O . 1
M V T .  1 ,  L A R G O ,  M M  1 – 2
by Benedetto Marcello (1686–1739)

I L  T R I O N F O  D I  C A M I L L A ,  S I N F O N I A
M V T .  3 ,  A L L E G R O ,  M M  1 – 8
by Giovanni Bononcini  (1670–1747)

S U I T E  I N  G  M A J O R ,  
C O U R A N T E ,  M M .  1 – 1 0
by George Frideric Handel (1685--1759)

by Wenceslaus Wodiczka (c. 1715–1774)







A good story follows a continuous
thread through tension and resolution.  
Each moment is always moving along a
spectrum of contrast.

As the author of your own story, the
one you live out each day, you get to
define where your own moments fall. 
 Is this a tension?  Or is this a
resolution?  Often, our personal story
elements can contain a mix of both!

As we passionately push ourselves to
learn new skills, especially with an
elite goal like musical fluency, we
must know how this tension and
resolution plays out in ourselves. 

Research in motivation theory reveals
that we can choose enact our passion
for music either harmoniously or
obsessively. Harmonious passion is
characterized by a focus on
performing for internal enjoyment. 
 Somebody who is harmoniously
passionate about music enjoys the act
and challenge of learning how to
perform well. They feel positive
emotions and well-being from
engaging in an activity they

The Passion Behind Expert Storytelling

intrinsically enjoy. They put the music
front and center, are more likely to try
and use effective practice methods in
order to master a specific skill. 

With greater reported well-being and
the use of effective practice strategies,
it is no wonder that performers who
express a harmonious passion for
music are more likely to achieve
higher quality performances.
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passionate musicians are less likely to
nurture relationships and other
hobbies that could renew their
exertion.  Through this neglect,
obsessively passionate musicians
experience way more negative
emotions and a lower sense of well-
being.

Since their practice efforts are less
directed towards skill mastery, and
they have a lower quality of internal
resources from which to draw,
obsessively passionate performers are
less able to consistently put on high-
quality performances. 

Cultivating a harmonious passion will
improve your storytelling craft and
your experience living out your story as
a performer each day. The good news is
that sustained harmonious passion is
not an emotion bestowed upon you.  It
is the product of actions and beliefs
through which you exert choice. 

At different points along our story, our
joy for music can become overwhelmed
with pressure to do well.  We can feel
tension externally from competitive
programs and demanding jobs or
internally from perfectionistic attitudes
and low feelings of self-worth.  When
the focus on music tips to a focus on
ego, we express an obsessive passion.

Obsessively passionate musicians are
working towards more aims than
incredible storytelling through music. 
 They are also hoping to receive
recognition for their efforts, or perhaps
they'd just like to avoid embarrassing
themselves on stage.  These mixed aims
lead to practice with mixed
effectiveness.  Sometimes the
musicians use strategies that will help
them build a skill, and other times, they
are just trying to avoid making
mistakes.  

Both internal and external pressures
amp up guilt when not participating in
performing activities, so obsessively 
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CHOOSE HARMONIOUSLY

Hold onto tension

Elevate ego and how you are
perceived by others

Set practice goals based on what
outcome you'd like to receive or
avoid in your performance

Use mistakes to inform your self-
worth

Isolate yourself from others

Work to depletion

Choose excessively demanding
repertoire or repertoire that does
not challenge you

Surround yourself with people who
criticize you or compare you to
others

Listen to music for the sake of
impressing others with your
knowledge

Focus on expectations, shoulds, and
musts

Expect others to take full
responsibility for your training plan   

D o Less of This
Seek out resolution 

Elevate the music and storytelling

Set clear practice goals based on
mastering a specific skill

Use mistakes to inform your course
of action

Make time to nurture important
relationships and hobbies outside of
music

Choose repertoire that is just outside
of your current ability. Not too hard
or too easy!

Find a mentor with whom you
connect well over music

Listen to music for the sake of
enjoyment

Collaborate with musicians with
whom you vibe.  Form a chamber
group or meet up with somebody to
do a morning routine session

Seek satisfaction through joy,
completing small tasks, rising to a
challenge, or maintaining a routine

D o More of This
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A good story follows
a continuous thread

through tension
and resolution. 



Fill in the scale degrees for the structural points of the Prinner schema.
The conversation unfolds...

melody

bass

PRINNER

Can you remember a time a story totally drew you in? Whether a book, a piece, a movie, or
other media, recall a time you were truly captivated.  These kind of performances have a
sense of intentional unfolding over time.  What were the emotions that gripped you, and
into what did they develop? What sights and sounds helped build this message?

Pick one of your favorite all-time performers.  What do they do to maintain your
attention?  Consider their body language and the way they sculpt their message. How
did they keep things interesting while maintaining continuity through their story?

What are some specific things you can do to transfer this delivery to your horn
performance?

The Response

The Delivery
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Your Task
Pick one specific thing you
wanted to transfer to your
storytelling delivery and
execute

Grab a recorder (your phone is
fine!) - consider video!

Record yourself improvising at
least 3 Prinner melodies and
bass lines each to whichever
backing tracks you like

Organ 120 BPM

Organ 60 BPM

Bass 60 BPM

Bass 120 BPM

Strings 60 BPM

Strings 120 BPM

Organ 60 BPM

Organ 120 BPM

Mallets 60 BPM

Mallets 120 BPM

Electric 60 BPM

Electric 120 BPM

Now that you're more familiar with this
singing improvisation task, start thinking
about your stage presence.  You don't
have to be the next Hugh Jackman to
perform convincingly!  Remember, we've
taken the variable of operating your
instrument out of the equation so you
can focus specifically on story-exploring
and story-telling. 

When you're ready,  check your
recording.  Are you in tune?  What did
you communicate through your stage
presence?

SING IT
LOUD

melody tracks bass tracks

DRAW ON STORY

Choose from these common story arcs
and communicate your response
through your improvisation.

From Rags

From Riches

The Rise

The Fall

The Call to
Adventure

To Riches

To Rags

The Fall

The Rise

The Response

The Opening Line: Your Response:
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PR
IN

N
ER

Hamburg Elbphilharmonie

Zinman - Orchestre de Paris

Bach illustrates three different ways to decorate a
Prinner in this excerpt. Notice how the Prinner
develops from a sort of improvisatory noodling to an
expression with more evenness and conviction each
time. How does this impact the emotional trajectory of
this excerpt?

L I S T E N I N G  L I S T
The Prinner schema can be heard throughout orchestral
literature.  Comparing its iterations can give you insight
into the composer's underlying story, inform your own
interpretation, and make it easier for you to perform your
best version on your first version.

on 
the 

Au
diti

on 
Lis

t
B minor Mass,  XI. Quoniam tu solus Sanctus
by Johann Sebastian Bach
Horn in D

Symphony No. 3, op. 97 "Rhenish," mvt. 1
by Robert Schumann
Horn in E-flat

In this exciting moment with expressive markings of
forte and marcato, you'll want to clearly hear the     at
this exposed and bold leaping start to the Prinner. 
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https://youtu.be/h9PXPfu9e8g?t=11
https://youtu.be/Bskj19EONUU?t=401


Academic Festival Overture, mvt. 1, mm. 10
by Johannes Brahms
Horn in C

Solti - Chicago Symphony Orchestra

Mutti - Chicago Symphony Orchestra

Brahms follows a rising and falling storyline through this intense moment.  Notice
the contrast between crisp, rising rhythmic figures in the opening and the
sustained, descending Prinner.

Symphony No. 9, mvt. 3, mm. 85–97
by Ludwig van Beethoven
Horn in E-flat

It can be tempting to focus on creating a sublime slur from the written E-flat to
A-flat and fail to follow through the Prinner line that persists through this
moment.  Listen for the larger structural points of the Prinner and how it might
inform your comprehension of this phrase.

Symphony No. 3, mvt. 3, mm. 76–93
by Felix Mendelssohn
Horn in D

Mendelssohn transforms this Prinner line from beautiful pairs within the same
register to split pairs in separate registers.  In the third magical iteration, he
defies expectations by flipping the second pair. A subtle change that creates an
incredible twist in story!

Nelsons - Gewandhausorchester Leipzig
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Backing Track    = 90 

Use the Deliberate Practice Cycle to work through these excerpts on horn.  Experiment
with jumping around from excerpt to excerpt. Perform with the backing track to listen
for the ways the harmony supports the Prinner.  Learn how this responsive phrase
transforms in different pieces and stories.  How many dynamics, articulations, and
styles are you learning to approach scale degree       ?

Backing Track   =162 BPM

EXPLORE ON HORN

B minor Mass,  XI. Quoniam tu solus Sanctus
by Johann Sebastian Bach
Horn in D

Symphony No. 3, op. 97 "Rhenish," mvt. 1
by Robert Schumann
Horn in E-flat
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(2 measure count in)

(2 measure count in)





Backing Track     = 75

Backing Track     = 44 BPM

Academic Festival Overture, mvt. 1
by Johannes Brahms
Horn in C

Symphony No. 9, mvt. 3
by Ludwig van Beethoven
Horn in E-flat
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(2 measure count in)

(3 beat count in)





Backing Track    =60 

Symphony No. 3, mvt. 3
by Felix Mendelssohn
Horn in D
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It's a Story Takeover!
Dive into the final step of fluency by
improvising a melody to each excerpt's
harmonic framework.  What are the
different ways you can choose to
respond to the opening parts of these
phrases?  What works and why?

Backing Track 60 BPM

Symphony No. 3, op. 97 "Rhenish"
by Robert Schumann
Key: Horn Pitch B-flat Major

Backing Track 60 BPM

Academic Festival Overture
by Johannes Brahms
Key: Horn Pitch F Minor

Backing Track 60 BPM

Symphony No. 9, mvt. 3
by Ludwig van Beethoven
Key: Horn Pitch F Major and A-flat Major

Backing Track 60 BPM

Symphony No. 3, mvt. 3
by Felix Mendelssohn
Key: Horn Pitch E Major

Backing Track 60 BPM

B minor Mass
by Johann Sebastian Bach
Key: Horn Pitch A Major
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THE 
INDUGIO

T H E  R E T U R N



INDUGIO
T H E  P R O T O T Y P E

melody

bass

Strong StrongWeak

Great is the art of beginning, but greater is the art of ending.
-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Strong

...

Can you recall an incredible ending of a story? Imagine Great Gatsby level, by F.
Scott Fitzgerald. "So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back
ceaselessly into the past." Each word is perfectly chosen, articulated, and paced.
The reader is left breathless in that timeless suspension between the end of a
story and the beginning of the rest of their day.

When we learn a piece of music, we start at the beginning. As we progress
through, we find so much material to keep us occupied along the way, that our
endings can often receive our smallest efforts. But endings can be where the
magic of your story comes together. A punctuation that echoes throughout a
room, where your audience gets to sit in a silent moment with what just
unfolded. 

One such unfolding is the Indugio schema. The word derives from Italian,
Indugiare, which means, "to take one's time, to delay." The Indugio is an elegant
lingering on the chord built on scale degree     . The dots in the second stage
represent repetition which commonly resounds on the opening      . The manner
in which the final cadence is delayed need not align specifically to the prototype.
The main gestures for which to listen are repetition on     in the melody, and the
movement from      to      in the bass.   

Play Audio
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Audio Examples curated from Robert Gjerdingen's Music in the Galant Style 38

A U D I O  E X A M P L E S

This Indugio begins with repeated running sixteenth
patterns that emphasize the     sonority.  Notice the
sensation of being in a sort of stasis before the final
flourishing cadence. 

S O N A T A  C 7 8 ,  A L L E G R O  B R I O S O
M M .  2 5 - 2 9

Syncopation accentuates the movement from      to      in
this melody. Instead of stasis, however, Cimarosa
accomplishes a sense of building tension towards the
cadence through rising and falling lines.

This example shows how one might string together a 
Prinner with an Indugio.  Listen for the      to    
 descending motion in the melody. The Indugio brings 
this descent further to     .  What emotion does this 
schema introduce?  

A powerful storytelling element is the use of silence. 
 Notice how a combination of repetition and rests
contribute to a heightened sense of anticipation!

S O N A T A  C 7 0 ,  A N D A N T I N 0
M M . 8 - 1 0
by Domenico Cimarosa (1749-1801)

Q U A R T E T  I N  C  M A J O R
M V T .  1 ,  A L L E G R O ,  M M  1 8 – 2 5
by Johann Baptist Wanhal (1739-1813)

Q U A R T E T  I N  G  M A J O R
M V T  1 ,  A L L E G R O  M O L T O  M O D E R A T O  M M .  1 4 5 - 1 5 1
by Johann Baptist Wanhal (1739-1813)

by Domenico Cimarosa (1749-1801)







One of your most valuable assets as a
performing artist is your
independent thought. But how can
we feel like we bring something
creative to table, when much of what
we think, do, and create has been
thought, done and created by
countless others? 

It's easy to zero in on the root word,
"create," when considering creativity,
but it's a mistake to think that
creativity is dependent on novelty.  

The English language comprises 26
letters that combine to form over a
million distinct words from which we
form phrases.  Yet, over 50% of adult
language is made up of pre-
fabricated expressions. Greetings
like, "How are you?" open up a script
we learn to follow.

We value these scripts because they
lead us to something much deeper
than novelty in form: they create
connection. 

Creativity 
Unpacked
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As we have seen in composers
throughout centuries of music,
creativity does not necessarily
involve the formation of something
new. There is an incredible
advantage to equipping yourself
with stock musical phrases
through which you can spin
musical tales. It frees you up to
focus on what truly matters:
creating a connection with your
audience.

So, let's get clear on what creativity
actually is. Creativity involves
becoming sensitive to the
opportunity of a moment, then
devising a response to that
opportunity.

Your task as a performing artist is
twofold. First, increasingly fine-
tune your ability to perceive
opportunities in your technical
development. Then, devise
solutions to advance within them.

Second, become increasingly
sensitive to the issues your
audience is facing, today! What
needs do they have that your music
can fill?  There are thousands of
horn players performing thousands
of versions of Mozart's horn
concertos.  But in performance,
there is only one connection to be
made: the connection between you
and your audience. Keep building
your stock of tools and stories, so
when the moment comes, you'll be
more equipped to create powerful
connections than ever. 

40



Fill in the scale degrees for the structural points of the Indugio schema.
The Return Home

melody

bass

INDUGIO

Recall one of your favorite endings to a piece of music.  What did you like most about it? 
 How did the ending connect to the piece as a whole?  What emotions and sounds were
conveyed, and what musical techniques were used to communicate them?

There is more to concluding a piece than playing the last note.  What can you do as a
performer to not only indicate that the piece is finished and it's time to clap, but deliver
the final emotional message of your story, as well? 

Once you finish your piece and put your horn down, how do you want to show up?  Pick
three adjectives you'll clearly assert through your body language and speaking. 

Closing Content

Closing Delivery

...
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Your Task
Pick one adjective at a time
you'd like to practice asserting
at the finish of your
performance

Grab a recorder (your phone is
fine!) - consider video!

Record yourself improvising at
least 3 Indugio melodies and
bass lines each to whichever
backing tracks you like

Organ 120 BPM

Organ 60 BPM

Strings 60 BPM

Strings 120 BPM

Synth 60 BPM

Synth 120 BPM

Organ 60 BPM

Organ 120 BPM

Winds 60 BPM

Winds 120 BPM

Beat 60 BPM

Beat 120 BPM

If Mozart and Haydn were alive today,
their lives as professional musicians
would most likely resemble that of jazz
artists, improvising and creating
experiences to meet the needs to their
audiences.  Your own improvisation can
stay within the privacy of your practice
room, but push yourself to explore
what it means to be adaptive during the
act of performance.

Practice a grand, confident finish no
matter how your improvisation comes
out. Check your video to see if you are
coming across the way you intend.

SING IT
LOUD

melody tracks bass tracks

DRAW ON STORY

Choose your own ending.  Explore how
you might express these common story
endings through the Indugio.

And They Lived Happily
 Ever After

 
The Cliffhanger

 
The One Where Someone Dies!?

 
The Unexpected Ending

 
The Abrupt Ending

 
The Story That You Think Is

Ending But Just Keeps Going!
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IN
DU

G
IO Doráti - Philharmonia Hungarica

Levine - Chicago Symphony Orchestra

Perhaps no other excerpt in orchestral horn literature
can better encapsulate the Indugio's lingering than
Mendelssohn's Nocturne.  With its serene tempo and
lengthy notational durations, Mendelssohn captures
the story's the clinging, sleepy haze by spinning an
Indugio melody around a pedal built on     .  Listen for
the way the Indugio notes weave in and out of the
harmony.

In this moment of suspension, the melody meanders
around the top half of a chord built on    .  Even though
the horn itself only briefly brushes      , hearing the
sonority persist throughout the Indugio will aid the
execution of the octave.

The Indugio schema can be heard throughout orchestral
literature.  Comparing its iterations can give you insight
into the composer's underlying story, inform your own
interpretation, and make it easier for you to perform your
best version as your first version.

on 
the 

Au
diti

on 
Lis

t

Nocturne from Midsummer Night's Dream, mm.1–34 
by Felix Mendelssohn
Horn in E

L I S T E N I N G  L I S T

Symphony No. 31, "Hornsignal," mvt. 4, var. 4, mm. 74–80
by Franz Joseph Haydn
Horn in D
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https://youtu.be/gacolqmav-c?t=296
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Zinman - NHK Symphony Orchestra

Abbado - Orchestra Mozart

Here, Brahms lingers around       and      through winding chromaticism.  Listen
for the way the focus on the      sonority informs phrasing decisions, such as
driving through the dotted quarter in m. 196 to the downbeat of m. 197. 

Concerto for Piano, No. 2, mvt. 1, mm. 184–198
by Johannes Brahms
Horn in F

Normally a closing schema, Brahms uses the Indugio in this sublime moment to
steadily build tension from     to     .  How does this schema's dramatic utility
inform your understanding of this excerpt? 

Symphony No. 2, mvt. 1, mm. 439–462
by Johannes Brahms
Horn in D

Brandenburg Concerto No. 1, mvt. 3, mm. 5–15
by Johann Sebastian Bach
Horn in F

A clever method of maintaining interest throughout repetition in an Indugio is to
spread it across different instrumentalists.  In this case, the pair of horns split the
hovering between       and      . Bach also illustrates how an Indugio might cadence
directly on      coming from     .    
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Barenboim - Chicago Symphony Orchestra

https://youtu.be/hbQORqkStpk?t=420
https://youtu.be/o6_lbrlehsg?t=604
https://youtu.be/RoaLIEjtpEY?t=772


Backing Track     =116 

Use the Deliberate Practice Cycle to work through these excerpts on horn.
Experiment with jumping around from excerpt to excerpt. When performing with
the backing track, listen for the way melody weaves in and out of the bass line. 
 Learn how this closing phrase transforms in different pieces and stories. For
example, can you bring the ease of the Indugio in Brahms's Symphony No. 2 to
Mendelssohn's Nocturne? 

Backing Track    = 63 

EXPLORE ON HORN

Symphony No. 31, "Hornsignal," mvt. 4, var. 4, mm. 66–80
by Franz Joseph Haydn
Horn in D

Nocturne from Midsummer Night's Dream, mm.1–34 
by Felix Mendelssohn
Horn in E
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(2 bar count in)

(2 bar count in)





Backing Track    =72

Brandenburg Concerto No. 1, mvt. 3, mm. 1–15
by Johann Sebastian Bach
Horn in F

Concerto for Piano, No. 2, mvt. 1, mm. 174–198
by Johannes Brahms
Horn in F
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(2 bar count in)
Backing Track      = 63

(2 bar count in)





Backing Track   =84 

Symphony No. 2, mvt. 1, mm. 439–462
by Johannes Brahms
Horn in D
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It's a Story Takeover!
Dive into the final step of fluency by
improvising a melody over each
excerpt's harmonic framework.  How
many different ways can you find to
end these phrases?

Backing Track 60 BPM

Nocturne from Midsummer Night's Dream
by Felix Mendelssohn
Key: Horn Pitch B Major

Backing Track 60 BPM

Brandenburg Concerto No. 1
by Johann Sebastian Bach
Key: Horn Pitch C Major

Backing Track 60 BPM

Concerto for Piano, No. 2
by Johannes Brahms
Key: Horn Pitch C Minor

Backing Track 60 BPM

Symphony No. 2
by Johannes Brahms
Key: Horn Pitch A Major & Minor

Backing Track 60 BPM

Symphony No. 31, "Hornsignal,"
by Franz Joseph Haydn
Key: Horn Pitch A Major
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WHAT'S
YOUR
STORY?
S T R I N G I N G  A  P H R A S E



How they occur in different keys,
rhythms or styles. How they might be
expanded or contracted.  How they are
traditionally used, and how one might
play with where they unfold to bring
their dramatic meaning to unexpected
places.

Through listening, improvising, and
performing schemata written by other
composers, you've learned the basic
form of each schema.  This will help
you identify them when you encounter
them in your other music.  Just like
you're able to see a C-major scale and
perform without much though, you can
develop the ability to hear and perform
the structural tones of a schema with
similar ease.

You've also learned a bit of the
meaning.  You'll know which tones are
important to the large scale phrase,
and which are ornamental. 

emotions and relationships without
getting caught up in the specificity of
language. If you do it often enough,
you'll notice you favor certain keys
during seasons of your life. People
become musical motifs that overlap
with one another. Even the most non-
sensical ideas can be brought together
within an improvisation to form a new
idea or insight.

Just as you've compared and contrasted
patterns of grammar in these schemata,
you can compare and contrast patterns
of emotions that show up in your life. 
 As you understand the nuance of these
emotions in sound and the colors you
can bring forth through your
instrument, you can bring this depth of
story to your performance.

Through improvisation, your story
becomes something more than
something to witness.  It becomes of a
vehicle for transformation in both you
and your audience.

You've unpacked the
broad grammar of each
of these schemata.

Improvisation can be
a musical journal that
allows you to explore
emotions and
relationships within
your experience.

Your final task is to bring these
schemata together into a single
sentence story. 

First, you'll write a very short narrative.  
Then, you'll turn those words into
music through improvisation.

Improvisation can be a beautiful tool
through which you reflect on your life.
It can be as a musical journal that
allows you to explore your significant 
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Write out some ideas for a linguistic story here, then transform your ideas into music!
Improvise on your own or use the backing tracks on the following page. Challenge yourself
to improvise beyond the prototype.

Strong StrongWeak

melody

bass

Your One-Sentence Story

DO-RE-MI

The Call to Adventure

PRINNER INDUGIO
Strong Strong Strong StrongWeak Weak Weak

Now that you are working outside a composer's harmonic framework, pay attention to
whether a scale degree falls on a strong or weak beat.  Strong beats in most typical meters
are 1 and 3. Weak beats are 2 and 4.

The Response The Return

1

2

3

4

5

6
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ONE-SENTENCE STORY
TRACKS - MAJOR
G MAJOR

A-FLAT MAJOR

B-FLAT MAJOR

B MAJOR

C MAJOR

C-SHARP MAJOR

D MAJOR

E-FLAT MAJOR

F MAJOR

G-FLAT MAJOR

E MAJOR

A MAJOR

Piano - 120

Mallets - 120

Piano & Strings - 120

String Ensemble - 120

Piano - 60

Flow - 80

Strings - 108

Electronic - 80

Piano - 92

Electronic - 88

Flute - 116

Bass Beat - 100

Piano - 66

Organ - 60

Scary Movie - 85

Woodwind - 68

Piano - 104

Choir - 72

Rock Lead 6/8

Flute - 60

Piano - 72

Organ - 60

Voice - 120 

Electronic - 78

Piano - 6/8

Electric - 92

Organ - 30

Beat - 110

Piano - 50

Organ - 40

Meteor - 100

Strings - 80

Piano - 60

Winds - 70

Bell Beats - 70

Trance - 120

Piano - 40

Swing - 80 

Synthesizer - 104

Winds - 72

Piano - 6/8

Fast Talker - 110

Steel Drums - 120

Strings - 72

Piano - 104

Strings - 6/8

Bass Beat - 104

Drones - 20
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As we work diligently to build our 
 knowledge and abilities, it can be easy
to get lost in the perspective of our
roles as author, narrator, and star of
our performances.

Yet, the true starring role of a musical
story is that of listener–the one who
gets to hear your music! When you step
on stage, you get to share what you
think about this music with your
listener.  You'll either tell a well-
crafted story or a boring story. One
way or another, you're sharing
something.

Learning musical grammar is an
incredible ability that will help you
perform your best. Like any technique,
this is on only a tool.  The meaning
comes from you. Take artistic
responsibility for your music, and find
clarity in the story you choose to tell
by filling out the Story Creation
worksheet for each piece you perform. 

Listen to the whole
story.
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THE STAGE IS SET

THE STORY UNFOLDS

S T O R Y  C R E A T I O N

Title & Composer

Before you listen, quiet your mind, and take a moment to be still.  Then, listen with
presence. Don't anticipate what you are about to hear.  Listen with a beginner's mind.

Allow the music to unfold and come to you in each moment.

Record sounds, emotions, textures... anything you notice.

Pick three adjectives that
describe what you see

Pick three adjectives that
describe what you hear

Pick three adjectives that
describe what you feel

Vividly describe the characters at play.  Who or what are they?

Something is happening... describe the action.

Seek contrasts and conflict.  What is happening in your story to build tension? What
specific expressive details in the music portray your story?
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THE RESOLUTION 
There is release.  How does the story end? Record the unwinding sounds, action,
visuals, emotions, or anything else you hear.

Map out the major plot points that happen over the course of this piece and your
story.  (Use as many as you need!)

YOUR ARTISTIC THOUGHTS
 Your personal story and how you express it is the most compelling part of your
performance. Why does this piece and story matter to you?  How has this story shown
up in your life? 
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APPENDIX



AIM MY STRATEGY1.

2. FIRE MY MUSIC

3. READY MY RESULTS

YES NO

Was anything better? What was better?

What worked? What could work better? The details to add to my understanding: 

Find my place of strength
Decide my next step
Turn on recording device
Fire!

1.
2.
3.
4.

My big WHY I am practicing WHO else needs me to do my best work?

I'm noticing this about my mindset...  For this session, I'd like to dial it in towards...
OPTIMIZE MY MINDSET

My specific, moderately challenging target to aim towards hitting this session:

The variable I'll measure to know whether I've hit my target:

Use your results to adjust your AIM and start the circle anew.  You got this. 

(NUMERIC, TIME, REPERTOIRE, QUALITY, ANYTHING YOU CAN THINK OF!)

LISTEN TO THE RECORDING

NOTES:
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D E L I B E R A T E  P R A C T I C E  C Y C L E
T H E



THE STAGE IS SET

THE STORY UNFOLDS

S T O R Y  C R E A T I O N

Title & Composer

Before you listen, quiet your mind, and take a moment to be still.  Then, listen with
presence. Don't anticipate what you are about to hear.  Listen with a beginner's mind.

Allow the music to unfold and come to you in each moment.

Record sounds, emotions, textures... anything you notice.

Pick three adjectives that
describe what you see

Pick three adjectives that
describe what you hear

Pick three adjectives that
describe what you feel

Vividly describe the characters at play.  Who or what are they?

Something is happening... describe the action.

Seek contrasts and conflict.  What is happening in your story to build tension? What
specific expressive details in the music portray your story?
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THE RESOLUTION 

59

There is release.  How does the story end? Record the unwinding sounds, action,
visuals, emotions, or anything else you hear.

Map out the major plot points that happen over the course of this piece and your
story.  (Use as many as you need!)

YOUR ARTISTIC THOUGHTS
 Your personal story and how you express it is the most compelling part of your
performance. Why does this piece and story matter to you?  How has this story shown
up in your life? 
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Music in the Galant Style 
by Robert Gjerdingen 

"Schema Theory As Construction
Grammar" Music Theory Online 21.2
(2015)
by Robert Gjerdingen & Janet Bourne

The Art of Partimento
by Giorgio Sanguinetti

RECOMMENDED
SOURCES

For complete sheet music parts,
visit IMSLP.org

Backing tracks were made using 
the digital audio interface: 

 Logic Pro X
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This method was informed using the
theoretical foundation provided by the
following sources:

For exploration on topics relating to
music cognition:

The Oxford Handbook of Music
Psychology
Edited by Susan Hallam, Ian Cross, and
Michael Thaut

Motivation in Education: Theory,
Research, and Applications
By Dale Schunk, Judith Meece, and Paul
Pintrich

http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.15.21.2/toc.21.2.html


www.katywebb.com

https://www.facebook.com/ktmassa
https://www.instagram.com/katydebra/
www.katywebb.com
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